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8.1.56 Legal Tech Innovations 

Luke Smith 

 

luke@legaltechinnovations.com | +32.490.113.259 

 

https://www.legaltechinnovations.com  

Company Description 

LTI specialises in helping customers solve their digital evidence data challenges. 
When data is needed to answer legal questions arising from regulatory 
investigations, disputes, or other business challenges, LTI deploys the best experts 
and technology so that  our customers can make informed decisions. 

Our digital forensic and eDiscovery experts are located in the UK and Continental 
Europe. They assist lawyers working on competition, disputes, tax, and contentious 
mandates.  

We provide our customers with one-off project solutions, great for lawyers who have 
the occasional forensic/eDiscovery need. Clients who have a continuous flow of 
mandates requiring non-stop forensic/eDiscovery support benefit from tailored 
services to suit their needs.   

Vendor Offerings 

LTI provides customers with end-to-end digital forensics, eDiscovery, eSearch and 
data challenges services.  

Our experts anticipate, question and provide proactive solutions.    

The technology solutions we deploy are best in class, packed with AI and machine 
learning features. Our customers can either “pay & go” or have fixed terms usage 
models spread over a year. The tech is either hosted in our purpose-built 
environment or deployed on-site.  

Data Collections and Preservation 

When data and documents need to be obtained as evidence, LTI’s consultants have 
the skills needed to collect and preserve. 

By questioning and interviewing, we set out to learn how and where documents are 
stored. Creating clearly defined protocol’s, provides our customers with an 
understanding of the processes. 

LTI's Data Collection and Preservation services include collecting data from 
laptops/computers, email systems, mobile phones, social media platform, servers, 
websites and cloud applications. 

eDiscovery for Litigation or Investigations 

When a lawyer is handling a legal dispute or regulatory investigation, research into 
their clients' internal data/documents will have to be conducted before a 
defence/statement can be drafted. This exercise often involves an eDiscovery 
process, comprising thousands of documents.  

LTI’s eDiscovery consultants make this process as pain-free as possible. Combing 
our 20 years plus experience and using the latest cutting edge eDiscovery 
technology, ensures that each phase of an eDiscovery exercise can be conducted 
with skill and precision.  
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Our eDiscovery technology solutions can be deployed from within your organisation 
or using LTI’s secure data centres situated around Europe (your access is gained 
over the internet).    

LTI’s document search and review platform is powered by Reveal, which also has 
the world’s leading AI/Machine Learning applications (NexLP and Brainspace) 
integrated into it.  

Our consultants work when you need them. 

eDiscovery technology can be purchased monthly, project by project (no long term 
contracts). Customers who have a continuous supply of mandates will benefit from 
annual, bespoke packages. 

Data Subject Access Request (DSAR) 

Our DSAR offering provides customers with the technical capability to reduce the 
cost associated with handling DSAR’s. 
Working with our customers, we create a DSAR PlayBook, which details how to 
identify, review and produce responsive document sets. 

Combining LTI’s consultancy and document review platforms, ensure that an 
efficient and auditable workflow can be designed. 

Exit Lever Strategy 

Employee Leaver/Exit Strategy is a preventive program created by LTI to ensure 
that your organisation can proactively handle potential risks, business and regulatory 
challenges even after key people leave. 

Our consultants work with you to make sure that your company is best prepared to 
deal with critical situations and events where data and documents from current and 
former employees are needed. 

Your company’s data is the lifeblood of your organisation. We help ensure it can be 
used to add value. 

#MeToo Incidence Response 

#MeToo Incidence Response is a service offered by LTI to help companies collect 
qualitative and relevant data concerning harassment incidents. 

LTI has gained vast experience dealing with delicate corporate investigations, thus 
allowing us to offer a #MeToo Incidence Response service. Our service is empathic, 
discreet and impartial, which is needed when faced with employee document 
evidence-gathering exercises. 

Proactive Compliance Monitoring Technology and Consulting 

The proactive compliance monitoring is a service that allows a company to monitor 
for business risks in real-time.  

LTI’s consultants work closely with our customers to analysis which systems are in 
use and implement the technology and workflows which are suited to the 
environment and needs. Our flexible approach allows companies to adjust the 
monitoring method on the fly.  

Data Remediation 

LTI’s data remediation service can be deployed to solve many data challenges. In 
essence, we work with our customers to identify data and document sets of interest, 
within an IT estate. Then take the necessary actions to isolate, remove and provide 
the data and documents. 

Typical situations we help clients with: 
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A customer is maybe interested in migrating to a new IT environment or want to 
remove/cull non-business data, conduct a Rot Analysis. 

A regulatory demands a business identity, remove/destroy certain information. 

A company is selling-off an area/part of their business and they need to provide the 
buyer with all the necessary data. 

CORE SOFTWARE TOOLS: 

Data Collections/Acquisition and Forensic analysis software. Supporting the 
collection, preservation and analyse of source data/evidence: 

Forensics Explorer | FTK | Caine | Deft | Paladin | Mobile Edit | Magnet | Google 
Vault | Microsoft Compliance | MetaSpike | Oxygen Forensics 

Data Processing and Document Review Software.  

Reveal Discovery Manager is the software we use to extract metadata, identify 
duplicates and make non-search files searchable. It also prepares data for loading 
into the document review platform. This software is installed on all datacentres and 
can be deployed at a client’s site/office. 

Reveal is our document review platform software. The document review platform 
allows for a single person or a team of people to search, review and classify 
documents in a collaborate fashion. Reveal is deployed in all datacentres and can 
also be installed at a client’s site/office. 
Brainspace is used for advanced data analytics, data insights and predictive 
coding/coding exercises. Brainspace is installed in all datacentres and integrates 
within the Reveal document review platform. 

NextLP provides real AI and machine learning/natural language processing, allowing 
our customers to detect emotional and behavioural pattens. The learning/work 
product created on a project can be re-implemented on new mandates, thus allowing 
lawyers to build powerful AI models.  NextLP is installed on all datacentres and 
integrates within the Reveal document review platform.  

 
 
  


